Introduction
The most important factor affecting prognosis in head and neck cancers is lymphatic metastasis of the neck (1) . Positive lymph node detected in the neck is highly important in staging and treatment of the disease. It is suggested that regional lymph node involvement reduces five year survival rate in squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of head and neck to 50% (2) . Therefore elective neck dissection (END) is recommended in some T1-T2 head and neck cancers which have latent metastasis rate of 15-20% (3) . Besides it was seen in some studies that END conducted for these patients was not necessary in more than 70% of them after examination of the samplings and END was not superior to the group in which "wait and see" policy was conducted with regard to survival and neck recurrence (4, 5) . Approach to N0 necks is still controversial taking into consideration that neck dissection increases mortality and morbidity of patient and raises hospital expenses.
Although diagnostic applications such as clinical examination and ultrasonography guided fine needle aspiration biopsy and visualization techniques such as positron emission tomography/ computerized tomography (PET/CT) are used in lymph node staging, these methods sometimes fail to detect lymph node metastasis. Even modern visualization techniques of our day such as PET/ CT cannot detect micrometastases having sizes of 2mm and below, furthermore their sensitivity in detecting lymph nodes below the size of 10 mm is decreasing compared to ultrasonography (6) . It was reported that the sensitivity of ultrasonography guided fine needle aspiration biopsy was 50% (7). Accordingly, sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) method which has been frequently used in patients with the diagnosis of breast cancer and malignant melanoma (MM) has begun to be used in head and neck cancers. In this method applied for the first time by Morton et al. (8) using blue dye in MM patients, the purpose is to find the lymph node or nodes with which lymph drainage coming from cancer tissue confront for the first time. Excision and histopathological examination of these nodes called sentinel lymph nodes will give us information about neck disease. Technically SLNB method involves dynamic and static imaging after application of methylene blue and/ or Tc99m radionucleotide material in multiple injections and then removal of marked lymph nodes. Generally sentinel lymph node can be found one hour after the injection by imaging techniques and marked on the skin with a permanent pen and can be counted within 24 hours after injection with probe during surgery. Indication of lymphatic map besides sentinel lymph nodes may provide us important advantages in head and neck cancers in which skip metastases may be seen. Consequently, at present SLNB method has begun to be used more frequently in head and neck cancers with overcoming technical difficulties and gaining experience.
In this paper, areas of use of SLNB in head and neck cancers and the place of its role in evaluating neck disease in the literature were reviewed.
Clinical and Research Effects
Oral Cavity and Oropharynx Cancers Oral cavity cancers constitute 3% in males and 2% in females of all body cancers (9) . Approach to N0 neck in oral cavity SCC cancers is still a controversial issue. Some authors prefer "wait and see" policy due to the low lymphatic metastasis risk in well-differentiated oral cavity cancers particularly smaller than 2cm and have a depth of less than 4mm (10) . PET/CT is recommended for lymph nodes that may be missed by examination in these patients. However it is suggested in multicenter studies and co-decisions taken in two international SLNB conferences that SLNB is a very appropriate diagnostic method for the cancers of oral cavity which is the most accessible mucosal region (11, 12) .
Metastasis detection rate in lymph nodes for which frozen section examination is demanded and which is removed by sentinel lymph node biopsy method is found low when compared with postoperative pathology results of the very same lymph nodes. In a study conducted by Melkane et al. (13), only micrometastatic focus was detected in 14 (33%) of the 42 positive sentinel lymph nodes. While sensitivity of intraoperative SLNB in breast cancers examined using classical pathological methods is between 47% and 74%, this rate falls to 38-47% in MM (14) . This rate was found to be approximately 60% in oral cavity cancers due to the difficulties in detection of micrometastases intraoperatively (15) . This has destroyed credibility of SLNB and has led to a rise in morbidity and mortality and delays in additional therapies due to secondary surgery. Therefore real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used in SLNBs conducted intraoperatively and sensitivity of this operation lasting 35 minutes on average rose to 94.2% (16, 17) . Detection of micrometastases (0.2-2 mm) and isolated cancer cells in lymph node sinuses (lesions <0.2 mm) can be possible only with immunohistochemical and molecular methods. Apart from detecting SLNBs by more sensitive methods and examination of them as thin serial sections will decrease mortality and morbidity that may be caused by secondary surgery and shorten the beginning of additional therapies.
In a multicenter study conducted about oral cavity and oropharynx T1-T2 N0 cancers, SLNB method was found successful at a rate of 93% (125/134) (16) . Similar results were found when SLNP alone and association of it with END were compared for diagnostic detection and sensitivities. Stoeckli (18) conducted SLNB in a T1-T2 N0 oral cavity and oropharynx study group comprising of 79 patients and performed END to patients having positive sentinel lymph node. SLNB sensitivity was found to be 98%. Recurrence was detected in two patients (6%) in a follow-up of 19 months. Therefore negative predictive value (NPV) of SLNB in this study is 94%. Mapping of lymphatic system is difficult taking into consideration that there are approximately 300 lymph nodes in the neck, there is an intensive lymphatic network and that lymph nodes are very close to cancers in head and neck region. Hence, removal of a number of lymph nodes rather than a single lymph node is recommended when SLNB is conducted. SLNB method gave an accurate result in 97% of the patients in a study in which 3 sentinel lymph nodes were removed (19) . When only the first sentinel lymph node was considered a false negativity at a rate of 39% was detected. A lymph node which is full of metastatic cells may cause false negativity when it cannot be marked with radioactive material and moreover the lymph node having an impaired structure and filter function may be missed and the next lymph node can be marked. Metastases in oral cavity cancers are usually at the 1 st and 2 nd regions of the neck. Since front part of the tongue has direct lymphatic drainage to the 3 rd region, the metastases of this region should be sought at 1., 2a, 2b and 3. sub-regions. Furthermore isolated skip metastasis can be encountered at the 4 th region in the patients with oral cancer. In their studies Melkane et al. (13) encountered isolated lymph node at the 4 th region only in one patient. Taking into consideration the importance of recurrence of the neck for survival of the patient, SLNB method may provide us an advantage by indicating abnormal lymphatic network and skip metastasis.
Sensitivity of sentinel lymph node biopsy method at oral cavity and oropharynx regions and NPV level falls when it is applied in floor of mouth cancer. In a study in Europe where six centers joined, it was seen that these rates fell from 97% to 80% and from 98% to 88% respectively (20) . The proximity of the region where radioactive material is applied to the lymph nodes may make it difficult to detect by masking the lymph nodes. It is difficult to differentiate the sentinel lymph node from the floor of the mouth one dimensionally by gamma detector with audible warning. Therefore intraoperatively more advanced imaging techniques [fluorescence imaging, (MizuhomedicalCo Ltd.; Tokyo, Japan) and mini gamma camera (Hitachi Chemical Co. Ltd.; Tokyo, Japan)] were used 21, 22). Single photon emission computerized tomography imaging (SPECT/CT) with lymphoscintigraphy in a patient having floor of the mouth cancer was emphasized as a technique that can simultaneously display depth and radioactive distribution three-dimensionally (Surgic Eye GmbH; Munich, Germany). It was claimed that SLNB technique could reduce false negativity rate in cases with floor of the mouth cancer (23) . Furthermore, masking that will take place due to proximity of lesion and lymph nodes of the neck (shine-through effect) can be reduced by excision of the lesion before scanning of the neck by gamma probe in cancers of the floor of the mouth and false negativity rates can be lowered. In the study by Kaya et al. (24) on 18 patients with oral cavity cancer, masking effect was prevented by conduction of SLNB after excision of the primary lesion and NPV and positive predictive values were found to be %100. False negativity rates in the studies are presented in Table 1 .
Laryngeal Cancers
Although there are many studies in the literature investigating SLNB method in oral cavity and oropharyngeal cancers, studies about laryngeal cancers are fewer both in number and number of cases. Therefore NPVs in these studies are usually found high. Lawson et al. (25) in their study found sensitivity of SLNB method in 29 patients having supraglottic laryngeal cancer to be 100% and NPV as 100%. In this study it is suggested that particularly the evaluation of prelaryngeal area should be made carefully. Prelaryngeal lymph node in one patient could not be detected because of its proximity to the primary lesion. However, the sensitivity of the method was not affected since another positive sentinel lymph node was detected. Nevertheless Flach et al. (26) suggested that at present SLNB is not an advantageous method due to the difficulties of detection of sentinel lymph node positivity intraoperatively. Therefore, this method can be used for mapping of the neck in approaching to the contralateral neck postoperatively. As long as reliable and sensitive methods are not used in detection of intraoperative micrometastases, SLNB method may be more appropriate in laryngeal cancers if particularly transoral laser surgery will be conducted.
Thyroid Cancers
Prophylactic neck dissection in well-differentiated thyroid cancers is still a controversial issue. SLNB method is recommended with the thought that central and lateral neck dissection will increase morbidity in N0 neck. Cabrera et al. (27) in a study of 23 cases having been detected papillary thyroid cancer, found the false negativity rate as 13%. They linked this rate to the insufficiency of radioactive material injection to each of the thyroid lobes due to multifocal lesion in the thyroid tissue and the proximity of thyroid tissue and the central neck dissection area. Additionally an association has been detected among the size of the cancer, spread outside of the thyroid, angio-lympathic spread and the number of sentinel lymph nodes. Lee et al. (28) have found that the metastasis at the rate of 30% (24/80) they detected in the lateral neck by SLNB is associated with central neck metastasis. Besides, result of SLNB and frozen section was positive and there was no statistically significant difference between the study groups having been conducted lateral neck dissection and the control group having been given postoperative radioactive iodine at the end of a follow-up of 39 months with regard to regional recurrence (28) .
Parotid Salivary Gland Cancers
Even though SLNB studies regarding parotid salivary gland cancers date back to 60 years before, a fast progress could not be made in this issue. SLNB studies in the literature about parotid salivary gland are very few compared to other regions of head and neck with regard to number of cases. In a pilot study of 6 cases conducted in 2006, 2 positive sentinel lymph nodes and 1 false negative result were obtained (29) . In a case of parotid mucoepidermoid carcinoma in which three-dimensional imaging and navigation was used, it was emphasized that lymphoscintigraphy was more reliable and less invasive with this new technique (30) .
Skin Cancers
Sentinel lymph node biopsy is also frequently used in head and neck skin cancers. Especially MM cases metastasize to the neck at varying rates according to Breslow thickness. Accordingly, the studies performed in this area have demonstrated that SLNB is the most important prognostic factor in MM cases not having any lymph node involvement clinically (31) . However there is a controversy in the literature about the use of SLNB in skin SCC cancers. Krediet et al. (32) who found diagnostic value of SLNB low, do not recommend this method and have claimed that it is sufficient to follow-up these patients closely for 3 month periods along two years.
Conclusion
The negative effects of the presence of occult metastasis in N0 necks on the prognosis of head-neck cancers and survival are clinically known and many health centers routinely use SLNB for preventing these effects. Its rate of application is increasing every day owing to its high sensitivity and safety with the existence of NPV and low mortality and morbidity compared to END. Because of insufficiencies in the detection of intraoperative sentinel lymph nodes, its sensitivity can be elevated by performing sentinel lymph node biopsies by using thinner sections and evaluating through molecular and immunohistochemical methods, rather than using conventional methods. It is suggested that the application area and rate of this technique, which is less frequently used in some regions of the head and neck such as the floor of the mouth and the parotis, can be increased with new techniques in the future.
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